THU 9/24 agenda
• Take attendance, etc.
• Go over close reading assignment prompt
• Continue discussing Bulosan, Part III
  Live-tweeter: @ChaniRubenstein

Part II – Capitalism...
• steals
• criminalizes
• exploits
• racializes
• emasculates
• dehumanizes
• displaces
• tears families apart
• divides and conquers
• kills

Part III – Alternative to Capitalism
• Conversion/awakening (175, 180–82)
  – Allos ⇨ Carlos ⇨ Carl (182)
• Socialism enables recognition (186)
• Socialism facilitates remembrance (197–98, 242–43)

Part III – Alternative to Capitalism
• Socialism unites (206, 247–48)
• Socialism educates (246)
• Socialism fulfills American ideals of freedom and democracy (188–89)
• Socialism globalizes (239–40)
• Socialism invigorates life (194)

Representations of Women
• White women (209–17, 224, 228–36)
  – Is Helen the exception? (198–203)
• Women of color and poor women (102–3, 132, 140, 150–51, 159)
  – Bulosan’s “crying women” (258)

FOR TOMORROW
• Finish reading Bulosan, Part IV
  – If socialism is the answer, why is there a Part IV? What do you think Bulosan is trying to do with this final section?
• Don't forget to tweet